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mast had bent wildly wriggling like a wet
There is a lesson in this which I could
noodle.
Evidence
of
damage
could
be
seen
have
known. When steam bending wood,
Perfect conditions prevailed for this
by
a
few
lines
of
raised
varnish
pushed
up
the
first
place for fibre to break is on the
year’s Malaspina Regatta. We had thirty
boats registered, which is a record number. by the compressed wood fibre underneath. inside of the curve. On the outside the
fibre will stretch and if it breaks leaves
However, the blustery and choppy
torn, ragged splinters, while on the inside
conditions caused five boats either not to
curve, fibre will compress, slightly lift and
start or not finish.
Two boats sadly
underneath completely break in a smooth
suffered damage, AWTY had a torn
line. That happened five years ago but I
mainsail, and Lady Jayne a broken mast on
did not recognize it till the complete break
the final leg.
this year revealed the inside.
The winners were:
It is important to remember that my
First Across The Line: Elua Makani (Sean
original
mistake was attaching the fitting
McAllister)
for the spreader to the mast with merely
First Overall: Bedlam II (Alan Slater)
two wood screws. That proved inadequate.
Division AA: Elua Makani (Sean
The lines crossed the mast horizontally When building a wooden boat it is
McAllister)
from the sail track to two-thirds across the impossible to over-build. That is the lasting
Division A: Bedlam II (Alan Slater)
mast’s width. Hidden from view was the lesson.
Division B: Frendy (Charlie Park)
Our appreciation to Dennis Cotter,
D i v i s i o n C : Wi l d S i d e ( L o r r a i n e more serious damage on the inside. Under
Cindy
Penny and Mark Slack, volunteers
the raised lines of varnish the wood fibre
Wareham /Wayne Stremel)
Race Committee Award: Sonoran Sea had cleanly severed for a considerable with RCM-SAR for their assistance.

28th Malaspina Regatta

(John and Sandra Hansen)
Trophies were also given for:
Summer Series 2016: Pretender (Claus
Sjogren)
Tom Barker Award 2016: Peregrine (David
Twentyman)
Winter Series 2016/7: Pretender (Claus
Sjogren)
The full results for the Malspina
Regatta are available on the club web site.
Photos of the event are on page 3

Lady Jayne Lessons Learned
by Nick Loenen
The 2017 Malaspina Race will always
stay with me as the time the mast broke.
Not a fun experience. A-beam Nelson
Rock, just as we thought Division champ
might be within reach, all came crashing
down. The winds were 15 knots with 2-4
feet waves, nothing the Dragon cannot
handle. Why then did the mast break? Five
years earlier on the same tack, in almost
the same location and similar conditions
the lower spreader broke away from the
mast. Before the main could be eased the

depth, about 50% of the mast. None of
that was readily apparent until the
Rules Quiz #3
complete break this time. This recent break
Boats A and B are drifting towards a
was in the same location but now downwind finish in very light wind with A
directly ahead of B. Suddenly B does a
large roll-gybe followed immediately by a
second one. As she completes each of her
gybes, B is clearly moving faster than A, a
boat in the same class experiencing the
same wind that has not gybed. The speed
generated by the two roll-gybes is enough
to move her just ahead of A. A protests B.
In her defence, B claims that her gybes
were a tactical move to position herself
into a passing lane, and that rule 42.2(e),
complete. And revealing! The section of Propulsion: Prohibited Actions, permits
the mast not broken previously was tacks and gybes for tactical purposes. You
splintered and ragged, but the other parts are on the protest committee, how would
were clean-cut, like butter cut by a knife. you decide this?
Five years ago I had patched the mast with
Next Pub Meeting
a 12 inch long stainless steel collar bolted
The next Pub Meeting will be held on
from side to side. It seemed strong enough August 12 following the Race. For those of
but with so much of the inner fibres you who will not be taking part in the race
sheared off it was in fact seriously we should be at the Garden Bay Pub
compromised.
around 2:30 - 3:00 pm.
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The results for April/July were:
Peregrine (David Twentyman) 212.7 points
Lark (Zoro Szabados)
118.6 “
This summer seems to be passing very La Belle Reve (Tommy Spooner) 117.4 “
fast, after a slow damp start. The next Elua Makani (Sean McAllister) 99.6 “
Race Cruise was to have been August 5/6
but due to many skippers being away and a
There are still two more months in the
lack of interest it has been cancelled.
Summer Series and you are encouraged to

Nanaimo Race Cruise
August 5/6

come out and join us.
So far we have three boats qualified for
Pender Harbour Days
On Sunday, July 10 the GBSC acted as the Tom Barker Award, and seven others
escort to Allen Farrell’s dory “Buttercup” who are on the verge (within two races) of
This is another good
when she was officially handed over to the being included.
reason to get out on Saturday and try your
Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society.
luck. Just as a reminder, in order to qualify
for this award you must take part in a
minimum of nine races in the Summer
Series.

Answer to Quiz #3

The club was represented by: Peregrine,
Nexus, Temerity, Infidel, Raven Lunatic,
La Belle Rêve, AWTY and MT Pockets,
(now called Kotuku).
Thank you to all those skippers for
taking part.

Summer Series Results July
This month was the exception as we
managed to hold a total of six races.
Turnout averaged ten boats per race. In
the last race of the month we had 14 boats
on the start, and it is just as well four of
our regular racers were away, because the
first mark was a traffic jam!
The results for July were:
Peregrine(David Twentyman)
Raven Lunatic (Brad Lowell).
AWTY (Ron Badley).
Lark (Zoro Szabados).

Boat B is penalized for breaking rule
42.1, Propulsion: Basic Rule, because her
action of rolling the boat in her two
consecutive gybes increases her speed
beyond that generated by the natural
action of the wind and water. Rule 42.3(b),
Propulsion: Exceptions, permits a boat to
roll-gybe provided the boat’s speed
immediately after the tack or gybe is not
greater than it was immediately before.
Rule 42.2(e), Propulsion: Prohibited
Actions, simply prohibits all repeated tacks
and gybes that are unrelated to tactical
considerations; it does not permit tactical
tacks and gybes that otherwise break rule
42.1.

Fair Winds
David Ll. Twentyman

74.6 points
68.6. “
64.5 “
42.0 “
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Summer Series 2016

Jude LeMoine and Claus Sjogren

Winter Series 2016/7

Tom Barker Award 2016

David Twentyman presenting to
Jude LeMoine & Claus Sjogren

John Barker presenting to
David Twentyman

Division “C”

Division “B”

Division “A”

Division “AA”

Loraine Wareham & Wayne
Stremel

Ted White, Debra
Jackowich & Charlie Park

Gordon Penner, Alan Slater &
Nancy Scott

The McAllister Clan &
John Farquhar

First Overall

Alan Slater

First Across The Line

John Farquhar (with Trophy!) & the McAllisters

Race Committee Award

Louise and Dick Biggar on
behalf John and Sandra Hansen
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